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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.0.0.1

Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc ("TLSB") proposes to construct and operate a tidal
powered generating station in and adjacent to Swansea Bay (the "Project"). The
Project is proposed to be constructed on land at Queens Dock, land at Crymlyn
Burrows and land at Baglan Bay, Swansea and on a marine area within Swansea Bay.

1.0.0.2

In order to obtain development to construct, and powers to operate the Project, TLSB is
applying to the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change. TLSB is seeking a
development consent order ("DCO") pursuant to the Planning Act 2008.

1.0.0.3

This Historic Environment Report (the "Report") accompanies TLSB's application for
development consent to construct and operate the Project. The Report is provided in
accordance with the Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and
Procedure) Regulations 2009 (the "APFP Regulations”). Regulation 5(2)(m) which
requires an application for development consent to be accompanied by ‘where
applicable, a plan with accompanying information identifying any statutory or non
statutory sites or features of the historic environment, including scheduled monuments,
World Heritage sites, listed buildings and other historic structures, archaeological sites
and registered battlefields, together with an assessment of any effects on such sites,
features or structures likely to be caused by the proposed development’.

1.0.0.4

The likely significant effects of the Project on the historic environment (also referred to
as cultural heritage) have been assessed in respect of both the marine and terrestrial
environment, as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment ("EIA") undertaken for
the Project, as required by the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2009 (2009 No. 2263) (the "EIA Regulations") and the
Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007.

1.0.0.5

The EIA was wide ranging and used a wide-ranging baseline study. All effects on the
cultural heritage were considered in order to identify and assess which of the effects
resulting from the construction, operation and decommissioning of the Project are likely
significant effects, as set out in the EIA Regulations. Chapter 20 Marine Cultural
Heritage and Chapter 21 Terrestrial Cultural Heritage of the Environmental Statement
produced for the Project present the findings of the EIA process. An assessment of the
likely effects, both direct and indirect, and effects on the setting of historic features
within the marine and terrestrial study areas (see section 2) of the Project is set out
separately in this Report for ease of reference. Within this Report, a distinction has
been made between assessing the effect of the Project upon known cultural heritage
features and areas of archaeological potential.

1.0.0.6

The assessment found that there is only limited potential for effects on known historic
features as a result of the Project. However, in certain areas the impact is such that it
might have a significant negative effect upon any buried and therefore currently
unknown archaeology in those areas. These possible negative effects will be limited by
implementation of appropriate mitigation measures in the form of a watching brief
during dredging in the bay and during the construction of the cable trench on land.

1.0.0.7

TLSB considers on this basis that the requirements of Regulation 5(2)(m) of the APFP
Regulations are already met elsewhere in the documents accompanying the
Application and that Regulation 5(2)(m) of the APFP Regulations is not applicable in
2
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this case. For this reason a plan in accordance with Regulations 5(2)(m) and (3) is
also not supplied.

1.1

Purpose and Scope of this Report

1.1.0.1

This report describes the historic environment resource in the land needed for the
Project and land surrounding it. The Report looks equally at the terrestrial historical
resource and the marine element, as the land in question includes land covered by
water in Swansea Bay.

1.1.0.2

Historic features, as described here, comprise all types of historic buildings, wrecks
and historic and archaeological sites (Designated and undesignated). They include
listed buildings of all grades, scheduled monuments, conservation areas, registered
parks and gardens and battlefields. It may be noted here that there are no battlefields
relevant to the study area for the Project and, as a result, this category of historic
feature does not feature in this report.

1.1.0.3

This Report describes the study area in section 2.0 below. There is no existing
guidance which recommends the extent of the study area. Instead it is based on
professional experience and the nature of the Project.

1.1.0.4

The Report then describes the methodology adopted and a summary account of the
predicted effects of the Project on the historic features identified within the study area
during construction, operation and decommissioning of the Project. It differentiates
between those which are significant (which are assessed in the Environmental
Statement accompanying the Application) and all other effects. It covers both direct
and indirect physical impacts and impacts on the setting of assets.

2.0

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Overview

2.1.0.1

The baseline assessment conforms to the Institute for Archaeologists’ Standards in
British Archaeology: Archaeological (re-named historic environment) desk-based
assessments (1994, amended 1999, 2001, 2008 and November 2012).

2.1.0.2

For the historic features, a study area defined by a zone 1 km was applied to the
application site boundary at and adjacent to the Port of Swansea Project and either
side of the electrical cable and grid connection route to the sub-station at Baglan Bay
Power Station. Within this study area, all designated assets (Scheduled Monuments,
Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Registered Historic Landscapes, Parks and
Gardens, Registered Historic Battlefields and World Heritage Sites) and undesignated
assets (archaeological sites, findspots, locally listed buildings and landscapes) were
identified and are shown on Figures 2.

2.1.0.3

A study area of 5km from the application site boundary was used to assess all
statutorily protected assets, including Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings (Grade I
and Grade II*), Registered Historic Landscapes, Parks and Gardens, Registered
Historic Battlefields, World Heritage Sites and Areas of Historic Landscape and
essential setting. Assessment has also been made of potential impact upon assets
within possible views up to a distance of 15km. Appendix 21.1 (Volume 3) of the ES
details the findings of the baseline study for the ZTV (15km.
3
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2.1.0.4

For the marine historic features, the known archaeological resource a study area was
established for a broad data collection area that extends across the whole of Swansea
Bay, to the north of a line drawn between Port Eynon and Sker Point, with a 500m
buffer applied to the outer edge. This broad data set was accessed in order to establish
the general level of known maritime archaeology within the Bay. The study area for the
marine cultural heritage is shown on Figure 2.

2.1.0.5

The assessment methodology used to examine the historical value/archaeological
significance, the magnitude of effect, and the significance of effect of the project on the
historical environment is presented in detail in Chapters 20 and 21 of the ES.

2.2

Sources

2.2.0.1

The known and potential archaeological remains were assessed through the collation
and analysis of data from a number of sources. The major repositories of information
consulted are shown in the able below. Further details are presented in Chapters 20
and 21 of the ES.
Source

Data

UNESCO

List of World Heritage Sites; and
Tentative List of sites for World Heritage status (July 2010).

RCAHMW

Aerial Photographs
List of archaeological monuments and events

Cadw

Archaeological records

Welsh Assembly
Government

Aerial Photographs

Glamorgan-Gwent
Archaeological Trust
(GGAT)

List of archaeological monuments and events

UK Hydrographic
office (UKHO)

Records of Wrecks and Obstructions
Historic maps and Admiralty Charts, documents and publications

Receiver of Wreck

Wreck records

Portable Antiquities
Scheme

Unpublished Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) records
Online PAS database

Glamorgan County
Record Office

Historic maps, Admiralty charts, documents and publications

University of Wales,
Trinity St David
Library

Publications

Online sources

Including the British Geological Survey (BGS) Geology of Britain
Viewer and Local/Regional Plan information from the LPA website.

Intertidal Surveys

Intertidal surveys were carried out on 15.01.2013 and 27.03.2013 in
order to assess the visible cultural heritage resource, to examine
the current topography and sediment cover, and to assess change
following storm conditions.

Results of
Geophysical Survey

Archaeological assessment of the results of sidescan sonar,
magnetometer, bathymetric and seismic (Boomer) data
4
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3.0

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS ON HISTORIC FEATURES

3.0.0.1

For the purposes of assessing construction impacts to terrestrial historic features, the
scope of the baseline assessments included consideration of:

3.0.0.2

i.

the construction of buildings and infrastructure elements comprised in the Project
at and around the former Queens Dock; and

ii.

the construction of the cable trench for the grid connection to Baglan Bay.

For the purposes of assessing construction impacts to marine historic features, the
scope of the assessment included consideration of:
I.

the construction of the seawalls;

II.

dredging to provide material for the core of the seawalls, including:
a)

dredging the area of the temporary cofferdam to accommodate the turbine
and sluice gate housing structure;

b)

dredging proposals; and

c)

the offshore turbine enclosure;

III. construction of the turbine and sluice gate housing structure; and
IV. construction vessel activity,
3.0.0.3

Operation phase impacts that were considered included changes to the marine
sedimentation patterns within and around the Lagoon, in particular any areas where the
seabed levels are reduced.

3.0.0.4

The main options for future decommissioning are either continuous upgrade or removal
of turbine/sluice gates. Both of these options will result in similar effects as for the
operational phase, as works associated with decommissioning by removal of the sluice
gates and turbines will deal predominantly with land-based elements of the Project.

5
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3.1

Types of Effect

3.1.0.1

Potential effects of the Project on the terrestrial and marine historic features can be
described as: direct physical effects upon known sites; direct physical effects upon
currently unknown, potential archaeology; and indirect effects.

3.1.0.2

Direct physical effects may be described as those development activities that directly
cause damage to the fabric of a historic feature. Typically, these activities are related
to construction works. In the marine environment, they could include the dredging of
material from the seabed, the placing of structures on the seabed and the anchoring of
vessels involved in construction activities. It follows that this category of effect will only
be experienced within the construction site for the Project.

3.1.0.3

Indirect physical effects describe those processes that lead to the degradation of
historic features. An example of such a process within the marine sphere would be
changes to the sedimentation patterns which may lead to the exposure of currently
buried wrecks. The result can be the transformation of a wreck from a stable buried
environment into an exposed environment that will lead to the decay of the site, and
ultimately its total loss.

3.1.0.4

Indirect effects were also considered in relation to historic features within the zone of
theoretical visibility (ZTV) (15km) of the Project. Appendix 21.1 (Volume 3) of the ES
details the findings of the baseline study for the ZTV (15km). This identified that there
are a number of Scheduled Monuments within Swansea and its environs, including
Oystermouth Castle (GM007, 94508), Kenfig Castle (GM042, 300455) Margam Radar
Station (GM488, 308125) and Myydd March Hywel East II (GM326, 15387). The
impact upon the historic setting of the designated assets within the ZTV was assessed
by visiting the sites to make a visual inspection or by reviewing viewpoint photographs.
Consultation with Cadw was also undertaken. It was determined, in agreement with
Cadw, that there would be no significant effects upon the designated assets assessed
within the ZTV. Consequently, effects on these assets are not considered further in
this Report.

3.1.0.5

Indirect physical effects may potentially occur within the lagoon, due to the changes in
flows during the operation of the turbines. However, any historic features potentially
affected are considered under the assessment carried out in respect of direct physical
effects and, thus, this category of effect is not considered separately in this
assessment.

3.2

Known Historic Features within the 1km Study Area (Potential for Direct
Physical Effects)

3.2.0.1

The archaeological research that informed the terrestrial and marine assessment
presented within this study identified a number of known sites within the study areas.
These sites were categorised and assessed in terms of their archaeological
significance. The nature and magnitude of impact was established and the significance
of the effect is set out below.
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Terrestrial cultural heritage
3.2.0.2

Table 1 summarises the known cultural heritage features which have been recorded
within the terrestrial study area and which may potentially be affected by the Project.
The locations of these sites are shown on Figure 1.
Table 1: Terrestrial cultural heritage features potentially affected by the Project
ID

NGR

Description

Historic Value

270416

SS7129693689

PILLBOX

High

270417

SS689927

PILLBOX

High

270418

SS682922

PILLBOX

High

270419

SS688926

TANK CUBES x 4

High

NA

GUN EMPLACEMENT Q4

High

NA

PILL BOX Q5 (site of)

High

NA

F MONITOR (site of)

High

NA

PILL BOX K8 (site of)

High

East Pier Harbour Light

Low

308200

SS666599148

3.2.0.3

The terrestrial historic environment and the potential effects of the Project are
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 21 of the ES.

3.2.0.4

The most significant terrestrial historic environment assets are built elements at
Queen's Dock, which relate to military defensive structures of WWII date. During the
early part of WWII, five pill boxes (Figure 1 27416-18) were constructed into the
seawall to defend the harbour and docks against any seaborne attacks. A gun
emplacement was also built to accommodate a 4.7’ naval gun, originally of late 19th
century date. The platform for the gun still survives in the seawall along with three of
the original five pill boxes. Towards the eastern end of the seawall at Queen's Dock,
there are two in situ tank cubes, and a further two close by that are no longer in situ.
The pill boxes are all constructed of brick with concrete foundations and thick rendering
which generally survives. All of the surviving structures of WWII date are in good
condition although significant structural cracks are present across the roofs of two of
the pill boxes. The western most pill box (K8) no longer exists, but its former location is
represented by an area of repair in the sea wall. The eastern most pill box has been
demolished and the debris of the structure is still present (Q5). A further defensive
measure was located on the eastern breakwater. This was an Admiralty ‘F’ station
which consisted of a monitor structure designed to pump ignited fuel onto the water
surface between the dock entrance. The monitor was connected to a pipe and fuel
store located at some distance to the west possibly also along the sea wall (Jon Berry
(Cadw) pers comm). The WWII structures mentioned are shown on a Great Western
Railway plan of the docks dating to late 1930’s, but adopted and amended by the
military to show strategic locations of defensive measures for the docks. Due to
copyright, the plan is not reproduced here but the locations of the WWII structures have
been extrapolated from this plan and are illustrated on Figure 1.
7
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3.2.0.5

Although not currently statutorily protected, all of these structures are of High historic
significance. A site visit (10.09.13) undertaken by Jon Berry of Cadw and Andy Mayes
of URS has revealed evidence that the pill boxes are unique in their design and as
such are likely to be of at least national significance. Together with the gun
emplacement and tank cubes, the surviving pill boxes form a distinctive group of
structural remains which represent a rare survival in Wales. As such, it is understood
that Cadw will be applying for scheduling of the WWII structures in the near future, to
ensure their long term protection. The potential effect of the construction of the Project
on these features, without mitigation, would be major.

3.2.0.6

Removal of the eastern breakwater will result in the loss of the harbour light located at
the end of the east pier (308200). The light was established in 1909. The structure
consists of a 7.0m (23ft) high wooden framework tower supporting a small lantern. The
light is considered to be of Low historic value. The potential effect on this site, without
mitigation, would be major.
Marine Cultural Heritage

3.2.0.7

Table 2 summarises the known cultural heritage features which have been recorded
within the marine study area and which may potentially be affected by the Project.
Further details of these sites are given in Appendix 1 and their location is shown on
Figure 2.
Table 2: Marine cultural heritage features potentially affected by the Project
Reference

Description

Historic value

01-02

Lifted Wrecks (Salvage sites\)

Not significant

05

Intertidal wreck (Grid ref 270500, 192500)

Moderate

24-25, 27-31

Post medieval/modern fish traps

Low

10

Swansea Port approach features

Not significant

16

Neath Channel features

Not significant

40-42, 56
33, 37-39, 43-55

Geophysical anomalies identified as wire
or ground tackle for buoys
Features and geophysical anomalies
identified as potentially anthropogenic
debris

Not significant
Unknown

3.2.0.8

The Cultural heritage: Marine Archaeology Impact Assessment (as detailed in Chapter
20 of the ES) sets out in detail the features subject to effect in terms of their
significance and the magnitude of the effect.

3.2.0.9

Sites 01 and 02: Various sources list the loss of two vessels in the approaches to
Swansea port. In both cases the wrecks were subject to salvage and were lifted. The
only element of cultural heritage likely to remain on the seabed is debris from the
wrecking and salvage process which is not considered to be archaeologically
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significant. Therefore, although these sites may be subject to impact, the significance
of the effect is negligible.
3.2.0.10

Site 05 intertidal wreck. The archaeological significance of this site is moderate.
Through additional geophysical survey the likely location of the wreck has been
identified, and is within Crymlyn Burrows SSSI foreshore. No works will be undertaken
within the SSSI and, as such, the wreck will not be affected by the Project.

3.2.0.11

Sites 10 and 16: A number of features relating to navigation in and out of Swansea Port
and the River Neath were recorded. All appear to be modern and are thus not
archaeologically significant. In two cases, these features maybe subject to impact from
the dredging activities or construction vessels. However, the significance of this effect
is negligible.

3.2.0.12

Sites 40, 42 and 56: A number of geophysical anomalies were identified within the
study area, some of which were interpreted as being associated with the buoys related
to navigation in the area. These sites are not considered to be archaeologically
significant. Therefore, where impact is indicated the significance of the effect is rated
as negligible.

3.2.0.13

Sites 24-25 and 27-31: A series of stone features interpreted as post-medieval or
modern fish traps were recorded within the inter-tidal zone during the walkover
surveys. These have a low level of archaeological significance. These features lie
within an area that may be subject to dredging, and, therefore, to a high magnitude of
impact. The significance of this effect is rated as moderate.

3.2.0.14

Sites 33, 37-39 and 43-55: A number of geophysical anomalies were identified within
the Lagoon footprint, some of which were interpreted as debris that may be
anthropogenic in origin. The archaeological significance of these sites in unknown;
therefore, where impact is indicated it is not possible to accurately assess the
significance of the effect.

3.3

Potential Archaeology within the Study Areas (Potential for Direct
Physical Effects)

3.3.0.1

The archaeological research that informed the marine and terrestrial cultural heritage
assessments presented within the ES (Chapters 20 and 21) identified a number of
historic features comprising areas of archaeological potential within the study areas
described above. This potential archaeology was categorised and assessed in terms of
its archaeological significance. The nature and magnitude of impact was established
and the significance of the effect was set out.
Terrestrial Cultural Heritage (Figure 1)

3.3.0.2

Table 3 summarises the potential buried terrestrial cultural heritage features that may
exist within the study area and which may be affected by the Project

4
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Table 3: Potential buried terrestrial cultural heritage features that may be affected by Project
(Figure 1)

3.3.0.3

Potential Archaeology

Historic Value

Potential buried terrestrial archaeology –
Palaeoenvironemental remains at
Crymlyn Burrows

Low

Potential buried terrestrial archaeology –
WWII remains relating to gun
emplacement

High

Potential buried terrestrial archaeology –
remains relating to pre WWII Airfield at
Crymlyn Burrows (415579), and sites at
Fabian Way (modern) (410100) and
Crymlyn Burrows Colliery (post
medieval) (506622)

Low

Potential
effect, premitigation

Potential Effect
Excavation of cable
trench for grid
connection
Excavation ground
works for roadway and
cable trench for grid
connection at Queens
Dock
Excavation of cable
trench for grid
connection

Negligible

Major

Negligible

Table 2 presents information on potential archaeology within the terrestrial environment
where there is a potential direct effect. Potential direct effects are associated with the
trench for the cable connection from the Project to the existing substation at Baglan
Bay. All features are considered of Low historic value, apart from the potential for
buried terrestrial archaeology associated with the WWII gun emplacement, which is
considered of High historic value. Potential effects resulting from construction of the
Project range from Major for the gun emplacement, to negligible for the other features.
Marine cultural heritage (Figure 2)

3.3.0.4

Table 4 summarises the potential buried marine cultural heritage features that may
exist within the study areas and which may be affected by the Project.
Table 4: Potential marine cultural heritage features that may be affected by the
Project
Feature

Archaeological
significance

Magnitude of effect

Significance of
effect premitigation

Potential buried maritime
archaeology
Potential buried maritime
archaeology
Potential buried
prehistoric archaeology

Low-High

Moderate to Major

Potential buried inter-tidal
archaeology
Potential buried inter-tidal
archaeology

Low-Moderate

High (for sites in dredge
areas)
Minimal (for sites subject to
anchoring impact)
Minimal to Medium (for sites
within dredge areas (up to
15m) and turbine enclosure
dredge area)
High (for sites in dredge
areas)
Minimal (for sites subject to
anchoring impact)

Low-High
Moderate-High

Low-Moderate
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3.3.0.5

There is some potential for the discovery of further wrecks within the seabed sediments
of the site. Any such finds may date as far back as the Mesolithic period. However,
later wrecks are more likely (if any) to be present. The degree of potential burial for any
sites cannot be stated with any certainty. However, for wrecks of medieval and later
date (i.e. those most likely to occur) burial beneath more than 2m of sediment is
considered unlikely. Archaeological significance for sites range from Low to High.
Buried sites will only be subject to minimal effect from vessel anchoring, but they may
be subject to a high magnitude of effect from dredging. Therefore the significance of
any effect, pre-mitigation, may be negligible to minor for sites subject to anchoring
effect and moderate to major for sites in dredge areas.

3.3.0.6

There is a moderate potential for layers associated with prehistoric activity to lie buried
beneath sea bed sediments within the area – peat deposits have been recorded under
Swansea Port. Any such layers would be of moderate to high archaeological
significance. The available evidence suggests that these layers lie buried by at least
4.5m and up to 13m of sediment. Therefore they are only likely to be subject to impact
from dredging to accommodate the turbine and sluice gate housing structure and the
deeper dredge sites (up to 15m). The significance of any effect upon such deposits
may be minor to major.

3.3.0.7

There is a moderate potential for fish traps of Roman to post-medieval date to lie
buried within the intertidal zone (similar features are abundant to the west of Swansea
Port). Any such features would be of low to moderate archaeological significance.
Buried sites will only be subject to minimal effect from vessel anchoring, but they may
be subject to a high magnitude of effect from dredging. Therefore the significance of
any effect, pre-mitigation, may be negligible to minor for sites subject to anchoring
effect and moderate to major for sites in dredge areas.

3.4

Cumulative effects with other projects

3.4.0.1

The ES considers other developments in the vicinity that could, alongside the Project,
cause cumulative effects on the local cultural heritage and archaeology. The list of
other projects to be considered was identified during the scoping stage of the EIA and
are discussed further in Chapter 1 of the ES. In all cases, there will be no cumulative
or in-combination impacts upon known marine, inter-tidal or submerged prehistoric
archaeology. For terrestrial cultural heritage, while the cumulative impact of other
developments may have, on balance, a minor or moderate adverse effect in their own
right, the Project is currently considered likely to have a negligible cumulative impact on
terrestrial cultural heritage assets in the area.
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3.5

Mitigation / Management Techniques and Residual Effects

3.5.1

Terrestrial Archaeology

3.5.1.1

Construction works may disturb structures associated with the crew station of the gun
emplacement. Proposed mitigation will be in the form of a series of small evaluation
trenches and the recording of any structural remains revealed below ground. With the
proposed mitigation, the Project is judged to have a minor impact on potential remains
associated with the gun emplacement.

3.5.1.2

Prior to the relocation of any other WWII structures, any remains will be recorded.
Where the route of the cable runs through previously undisturbed ground, an
archaeological watching brief will be undertaken during the construction works. With
the proposed mitigation, the Project is judged to have a negligible impact on historic
features.

3.5.1.3

The harbour light located on the eastern breakwater will be impacted when the
breakwater is removed. The magnitude of impact of the loss of this structure is
considered to be major. A level 2 building recording exercise on the light is proposed in
order to mitigate its loss, resulting in a moderate residual impact. It is also
recommended that the structure should be retained intact, if possible and practical, with
a view to relocation at a later date. If this option, which will be considered during the
detailed design stage, is implemented, then the residual effect would be reduced to
minor.

3.5.1.4

All archaeological evaluation trenches, archaeological watching briefs and recording of
remains will be subject to agreement of a written scheme of investigation to be
approved by GGAT and Cadw.

3.5.1.5

With the implementation of the mitigation measures outlined above, the residual impact
of the Project on the cultural heritage terrestrial archaeology resources is considered to
be minor.

3.5.1.6

The Project will have no effect on the setting of any historic features, as agreed with
Cadw.

3.5.2

Marine Archaeology

3.5.2.1

Recommended mitigation for the known historic features during the construction phase
includes observance of a development exclusion zone around the position of wreck 05
to ensure that no impact occurs. (As noted above, additional geophysical survey has
identified the likely location of the wreck as within Crymlyn Burrows SSSI foreshore.
No works will be undertaken within the SSSI and the wreck will not be affected.)

3.5.2.2

A watching brief during dredging will allow for the identification of those sites for which
a significance rating was not possible (33, 37-39 and 43-55) and for the monitoring of
activity in the vicinity of sites 24-35 and 27-31. The watching brief will involve the
implementation of a protocol for the reporting of material recovered from the dredge
head, with provision for monitoring of dredging by a suitably qualified archaeologist
where the discovery of material suggests the present of an archaeological site. The
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protocol will include provision for the recording and investigation of any recovered
material, and for the assessment of any sites that are discovered during dredging.
3.5.2.3

All mitigation measures will be detailed in a written scheme of investigation which will
be agreed with Cadw and GGAT, prior to construction commencing.

3.5.2.4

Potential negative effects resulting from the Project will be limited by the mitigation
measures in the form of the watching brief during dredging.

4.0

CONCLUSIONS

4.0.1.1

In conclusion, the cultural heritage (marine and terrestrial archaeology) Environment
Impact Assessment process has determined that there is only a low level of impact
upon historic features within the study areas described above resulting from the
construction, operation and decommissioning of the Project. There is potential for
impact upon currently unknown archaeology that may lie buried within the sea bed.

4.0.1.2

Mitigation measures will allow any effects upon known archaeology deemed to be
significant to be reduced to negligible levels, and for effects upon currently unknown
archaeology to be assessed and appropriately mitigated.

5.0

REFERENCES
Institute for Archaeologists (1994, updated 2001, 2008, 2012) ‘Standard and Guidance
for archaeological desk-based assessment’
Institute for Archaeologists (2012) ‘Standard and guidance for historic environment
desk-based assessment’. Revised edition.
Legislation
2009 No. 2263, Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2009 (http://infrastructure.independent.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2009/08/uksi_20092263_en.pdf)
2007 No. 1518, The Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
2007 (www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2007/1518/contents/made)
2009 No. 2264 The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and
Procedure) Regulations 2009
Town and Country Planning Act (1990)
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CA
Ref.

NGR (E)

NGR (N)

Positional
Qualifier

Source

Evidence Type

Monument Type

Period

1

266710

191470

Precise

FID80

UKHO geophysical sidescan

Salvage site

Modern

2

266150

189860

Precise

FID82

UKHO geophysical sidescan

Salvage site

Modern

5

270500

192500

General

04633w

HER record

Wreck

Post-medieval

10
16

266840
269870

188940
190030

Precise
Precise

506645
506631

HER record
HER record

Navigation buoy
Navigation buoy

24

270183

191303

Precise

This study

Archaeological survey

Fish trap

25

270045

191332

Precise

This study

Archaeological survey

Fish trap

27

270076

191338

Precise

This study

Archaeological survey

Fish trap

28

270084

191358

Precise

This study

Archaeological survey

Fish trap

29

270123

191364

Precise

This study

Archaeological survey

Fish trap

30

269803

191349

Precise

This study

Archaeological survey

Fish trap

31

269810

191419

Precise

This study

Archaeological survey

Fish trap

33

266890

191550

Precise

This study

Aerial photo

37

267461

189154

Precise

S5

38

267012

189156

Precise

S6

Modern
Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
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Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly
Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic
Debris – possibly
anthropogenic
Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Description
Schooner Raven, sunk 27/10/1923 and subsequently
lifted. Some debris may remain on the seabed.
Steamship SS Bobie sank here on 30/01/1942. Built in
1883 and originally a French ship, she transferred to the
British flag and registered at Gibraltar. The vessel was
raised and sold for breaking, some debris may remain on
the seabed.
Crymlyn Burrows Wreck. Substantial remains of a timber
wreck, possibly a barge or trow but classification cannot
be definite, partially obscured by build-up of sand and
standing water, lying on open beach approx. 150m
seaward of dunes known as Crymlyn Burrows. Evaluated
in 1997 (Nayling 1997).
Green Grounds Buoy
River Neath Channel Buoy
Y Shaped stone lines comprising two lines – probably part
of a fish trap. Recorded during walkover survey.
Stone Line – probably part of a fish trap. Recorded during
walkover survey.
Stone Line – probably part of a fish trap. Recorded during
walkover survey.
Stone Line – probably part of a fish trap. Recorded during
walkover survey.
Timber – probably part of a fish trap. Recorded during
walkover survey.
Stone Pile – probably part of a fish trap. Recorded during
walkover survey.
Stone Line – probably part of a fish trap. Recorded during
walkover survey.
Wreckage noted on 1966 aerial photo close to eastern
breakwater of Swansea Docks
Sidescan anomaly, potentially anthropogenic debris.
1.5m long by 0.8m high
Sidescan anomaly, potentially anthropogenic debris.
1.3m wide by 0.6m high

Historic value
Not significant
Not significant

Moderate

Not significant
Not significant
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay plc
CA
Ref.

NGR (E)

NGR (N)

Positional
Qualifier

Source

39

266804

189393

Precise

S7, M19

40

269598

189910

Precise

S8, M23

41

266084

189970

Precise

S9

42

269549

189999

Precise

S10

43

266973

190251

Precise

S11

Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly

44

267492

190270

Precise

S12

Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly

45

266919

190316

Precise

S13, M35

Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern

46

267579

190351

Precise

S14

47

268177

190366

Precise

S15

48

267058

190371

Precise

S16

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic
Debris – possibly
anthropogenic
Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern
Postmedieval/Modern

49

266783

190392

Precise

S18, M36

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern

50

267950

190428

Precise

S19

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern

51

267505

190431

Precise

S20, M38

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern

Sidescan anomaly, potentially anthropogenic debris. 5m
long, associated with a 9nT magnetic anomaly

52

266658

190581

Precise

S21, M51

Anomaly –
disturbed
seabed

Postmedieval/Modern

Sidescan anomaly consisting of a 15m diameter disturbed
area of seabed associated with a 10nT magnetic anomaly

53

2666600

190611

Precise

S22, M52

Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly
Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly
Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly
Geophysical –
sidescan and
Magnetic anomalies
Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly
Geophysical –
sidescan and
Magnetic anomalies
Geophysical –
sidescan and
Magnetic anomalies
Geophysical –
sidescan and
Magnetic anomalies

Sidescan anomaly, potentially anthropogenic debris.
2.5m long by 0.3m high associated with a 15nT magnetic
anomaly
7m long sidescan anomaly, potential anthropogenic in
origin
Low sidescan anomaly, 9m by 12m, potentially
anthropogenic in origin
Sidescan anomaly, potentially anthropogenic debris. 7m
long by 0.2m high
Low sidescan anomaly, 7m by 5m, potentially
anthropogenic in origin associated with a 9nT magnetic
anomaly
Sidescan anomaly, potentially anthropogenic debris. 10m
long

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern

Sidescan anomaly consisting of a 2m diameter cluster of
small objects associated with a 8nT magnetic anomaly

+LVWRULF(QYLURQPHQW5HSRUW

Evidence Type
Geophysical –
sidescan and
Magnetic anomalies
Geophysical –
sidescan and
Magnetic anomalies
Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly
Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly

Monument Type

Period

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern

Sidescan anomaly, potentially anthropogenic debris.
1.3m long by 1m high, associated with a 10nT magnetic
anomaly

Wire

Modern

Sidescan anomaly identified a 12m diameter coil of wire,
associated with a 23nT magnetic anomaly

Buoy

Modern

Buoy

Modern

Anomaly –
disturbed
seabed
Anomaly –
disturbed
seabed

Description

4m long sidescan anomaly – likely to be ground tackle for
modern buoy
40m long sidescan anomaly – likely to be ground tackle
for modern buoy

Postmedieval/Modern

Sidescan anomaly comprising a 5m diameter area of
disturbed seabed

Postmedieval/Modern

Sidescan anomaly comprising a 5m diameter area of
disturbed seabed

Historic value
Unknown

Not significant

Not significant
Not significant
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay plc
CA
Ref.

NGR (E)

NGR (N)

Positional
Qualifier

Source

54

266866

190914

Precise

S23, M59

55

269832

191004

Precise

S24, M63

56

266815

191618

Precise

S25

+LVWRULF(QYLURQPHQW5HSRUW

Evidence Type
Geophysical –
sidescan and
Magnetic anomalies
Geophysical –
sidescan and
Magnetic anomalies
Geophysical –
sidescan anomaly

Monument Type

Period

Description

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern

Sidescan anomaly, potential anthropogenic debris. 1m
long, associated with a 22nT magnetic anomaly

Debris – possibly
anthropogenic

Postmedieval/Modern

Sidescan anomaly, potential anthropogenic debris. 3m
long, associated with a 3nT magnetic anomaly

Wire

Modern

Sidescan anomaly interpreted as a 100m length of wire

Historic value
Unknown

Unknown

Not significant
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